Autapse is a specific synapse connected to the neuron via close loop, and its functional adjusting is described by applying timedelayed feedback on the membrane potential of the neuron. This paper discussed the possible formation mechanism and biological function of autapse connection on neurons. We believe that the formation and growth of autapse connected to neuron can be associated with injury on axon and blocking in signal transmission; thus auxiliary loop is developed to form an autapse. When autapse is set up, it can propagate the signals and change the modes of electrical activities under self-adaption. Based on the cable neuron model, the injury on axon is generated by poisoning and blocking in ion channels (of sodium); thus the conductance of ion channels are changed to form injury-associated defects. Furthermore, auxiliary loop with time delay is designed to restore and enhance signal propagation by setting different time delays and feedback gains. The numerical studies confirmed that appropriate time delay and feedback gain in electric or chemical autapse can help signal (or wave generated by external forcing) propagation across the blocked area. As a result, formation of autapse could be dependent on the injury of neuron and further enhances the self-adaption to external stimuli.
Introduction
Neuronal models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] are helpful to understand the main dynamical properties in neuronal activities, and most of the simplified versions have been developed from the biological Hodgkin-Huxley neuron [1] model with the effect of ion channels being considered. Despite the continuous dynamical neuron model, Ibarz et al. [7] argued that map-based neuron model could be also effective to describe the main properties of electrical activities. In fact, the astrocyte [8] also plays important role in regulating the electrical activities of neuron; as a result, neuron coupled astrocyte models [9] [10] [11] [12] have been proposed to study the seizure-like discharges (SDs) or seizure-like firings (SFs) in neurons. Furthermore, the dependence of electrophysiological activities on energy consumption and metabolism is discussed, and Wang et al. [13] [14] [15] proposed an energy model to investigate the mode transition associated with energy supply. It is believed that signal transmission between neurons can be realized by chemical and/or electrical synapse coupling, while Volman et al. [16] argued that the role of gap junction connection between neurons could be much complex during the emergence of epileptic seizures. Ion channels [17] are embedded into the membrane of neuron, and their stochastic on and off can generate channel noise; thus the electrical activities of neurons can be changed. As a result, ion channels are blocked to detect the transition of electrical activities in neuron and neuronal network [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . There are some physical factors that should be mentioned during the fluctuation of extracellular and intracellular ion concentration, which can generate electromagnetic induction among cells; thus the membrane potentials can be adjusted. Therefore, the authors of [24, 25] suggested 2 Complexity that magnetic flux can be used to model the electromagnetic induction on neuronal activities and confirmed that multiple modes of electrical activities can be induced by changing one bifurcation parameter. The realistic neuronal system contains a large number of neurons, and it is believed that network could be helpful to investigate the collective behaviors of neurons [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
By now, oscillator-like neuron models have been improved greatly so that more biological factors can be considered. For example, autapse [31, 32] , a specific synapse connected to its body via a close loop, and this type of feedback with time delay can change the electrical activities of neurons [33] [34] [35] . Indeed, experimental evidence confirmed the occurrence of autapse [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . It is found that neuron can give sensitive response to autapse driving while chemical autapse can change the electrical activities of neuron in slight way [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . For example, neuron can give rapid response in case of electrical autapse connection, and appropriate feedback type (positive or negative feedback in autapse) can change the excitability of neuron. In case of positive feedback in autapse, neuron can be excited while negative feedback in autapse can calm down the electrical activities in neurons. It is the electrical autapse compared to the chemical autapse that can be more effective to change the mode in electrical activities greatly. For a brief review, please find the survey in [45] and some reference therein. In the case of synchronization of network [46, 47] , autapse driving can often enhance the synchronization with appropriated feedback gain and time delay being used, where the collective behaviors of network can be modulated like a pacemaker generated by autapse. Furthermore, appropriate distribution and driving of autapse in the network can regulate and block the collective behaviors like a pacemaker or even a defect that can enhance the pattern formation and synchronization in the network [48] [49] [50] .
As mentioned in [51] , autapse is an unusual type of synapse generated by a neuron on itself and autapse connection can play complex biological function by changing the electrical activities in neuron and neuronal networks [26] . That is, emergence of defects due to negative feedback can block the wave propagation, while regularity is enhanced by pacemaker generated by positive feedback in autapse. Unfortunately, it keeps open on how an autapse can be formed. Indeed, monitoring such growth of autapse is technically challenging due to the requirement for precise capture and long-term analysis of single neuron in three dimensions (3D). The authors of [51] presented a simple two-step photolithography method to efficiently capture single cells in microscale gelatin methacrylate hydrogel rings and culture single neurons; these results demonstrated that neural axons grew and consequently formed axonal circles, indicating that our method could be an enabling tool to analyze axonal development and autapse formation. In this paper, we argue that the formation of autapse connected to neuron could be associated with injury on axon that signal propagation is blocked; thus another auxiliary loop is developed to help signal transmission and self-adjusting on mode selection of electrical activities. action potential is propagated along the axon and the local kinetics of electrical activities will be described by Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model. Abnormal area on the axon is generated by blocking channels of sodium or potassium; thus the conductance is used as bifurcation parameter. When neuron (axon) is injured, synapse is triggered to form auxiliary loop; thus autapse can be formed.
Autapse Formation Mechanism and Model Description
The ability to monitor axonal growth of single neuron and autapse formation in 3D may provide fundamental information relating to many cellular processes, such as axonal development, synaptic plasticity, and neural signal transmission. In this section, the possible physical mechanism for autapse growth will be discussed. According to Figure 1 , appropriate external forcing can generate possible response on the neuron and action potential can be triggered to propagate along the axon. However, signal transmission can be terminated or blocked when the axon is injured, for example, poisoning in ion channels or heterogeneity on local area of the axon. As a result, neuron can develop new loop or secondary loop to help signal transmission. For the oscillator-like neuron model developed from the Hindmarsh-Rose neuron [52, 53] and Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model [54, 55] , the electrical autapse current and chemical autapse current are, respectively, described as follows:
where and are the gains for electrical and chemical autapse, respectively. is membrane potential of neuron described in HR neuron model. is time delay (intrinsic response time delay, and it is different form the propagation time delay due to finite propagation speed of signals between neurons) in electrical autapse and is the time delay in chemical autapse. ( ) is the sampled membrane potential of neuron, syn is reversal potential in synapse and is used to discern excitatory synapse at syn = 2 and for inhibitory synapse at syn = −2. The ratio parameter and threshold for synapse are often selected as = 10 and = −0.25 in previous Complexity 3 investigations, respectively. In fact, the anatomical structure of neuron should be considered in case of signal transmission in neuron; for example, the signal propagation along axon should be investigated in detail. Our cable-injured neuron model can be illustrated in Figure 1 .
The model is set up on cable neuron model, auxiliary loop is developed when the axon is injured in local area, and new dendrites can be triggered close to the injured area on the axon and then are connected to other dendrites connected to the soma. As a result, important signal can be transmitted along the auxiliary loop called autapse under positive feedback. The feedback gain and time delay can be selected to recover the original signal propagation. The second biological function of autapse is that electrical modes of neuronal activities can be selected under appropriate negative feedback in autapse. That is to say, negative feedback in autapse can play similar function as inhibitory synapse. For further dynamical investigation and discussion, our proposed neuron model driven by autapse can be expressed as follows:
where and denote the membrane capacitance and the diffusive coefficient, respectively. ( ) represents membrane potential at position and aut is the autapse current. The function ( ( ), ) describes the local kinetics of electrical activities, = { K max , Na max , } is the parameters such as conductance for ion channels, and K max , Na max , is the maximal conductance for potassium channels, sodium channels, and leakage current associated with chloridion channels. For simplicity, local kinetics of the cable neuron model can be described by Hodgkin-Huxley equations as follows:
where Na , K , and are the reversal potentials for the sodium, potassium, and leakage currents, respectively. It is suggested that the gating dynamics of each ion channel are assumed to be governed by four independent gates, each of which can switch between an open and a closed conformation. The gating variables , , and ℎ describe the mean ratios of the open gates of the working channels, and the factors 4 and 3 ℎ are the mean portions of the open ion channels within the membrane patch. The voltage-dependent opening and closing rates ( ), ( ), and = , , ℎ are defined in [56] [57] [58] . The abnormal area on the axon could be formed due to channels blocking; for example, the potassium or sodium ion channels can be, respectively, blocked or disabled by adding cell toxins such as tetraethylammonium (TEA) and/or tetrodotoxin (TTX) in experiments. As reported in [56] , the poisoning of sodium channels causes only a small, practically negligible variation of the resting voltage; a reduction in the number of working potassium channels changes dramatically the qualitative behavior of the spiking activity. In fact, neuron and its axon can be regarded as injured when the ion channels of sodium or potassium are blocked; thus the conductance of channels is changed in parameter values. As a result, the conductance of ion channels in the abnormal area (heterogeneity) can be defined as follows: Na = Na max Na
where the active ratios Na and K are the fractions of working channels, that is, nonblocked ion channels, to the overall number of potassium ( K , Na ) ion channels, respectively. According to Figure 1 , the electrical and chemical autapse current on the feedback loop are defined by
where the axon orientation (or direction) is used forfor mathematical description, the variable post represents the beginning point to follow the injured area where autapse can be developed, and the parameters in (5) are described the same as shown in (1) . That is to say, when normal signal propagation is blocked along the axon, auxiliary loop is required to form autapse connection. To ensure effective formation of autapse, some dendrites can be developed from the soma to connect the synapse developed from the area close to injured area, and then autapse can be formed. Therefore, the autapse current can be written as follows:
That is to say, a new autapse can be developed from the soma and the injured area synchronously. As a result, blocked signals can be transmitted along the autapse under positive feedback with appropriate feedback gain and time delay being used. When the autapse is set up, negative feedback in the autapse can be helpful for the selection of modes for electrical activities by applying appropriate feedback gain and time delay. The formation of autapse also develops the selfadaption of neuron; thus appropriate response can be selected during the signal propagation in neuron and between neurons.
Results, Discussion, and Open Problems
The formation of autapse is independent of the feedback loop, and the time delay in the autapse could accounts for the beginning and end of the autapse formation. When Wave propagation along axon when autapse is developed from node = 3, 131: external forcing is applied on node = 3; for time delays (a) = 2, (b) = 10, (c) = 14, and (d) = 16, the feedback gain in electric autapse is set as = 1.5 and external forcing ext = 20 is imposed on node = 3. The injured area generated by decreasing the conductance of sodium from Na = 120 mS/cm 2 to Na = 25.5 mS/cm 2 : the axon is divided into 201 nodes and the injured area is marked from nodes = 120 to 130. The snapshots are illustrated in color scale. the autapse is formed, electrical autapse makes neuron give sensitive response to external forcing compared to the chemical autapse driving. In fact, this type of intrinsic time delay is finite and both of chemical and electrical autapse can cooperate with the signal processing and transmission for mixed signals such as time-varying stimuli on the neuron. The abnormality and injury on the axon can be described by ion channel blocking; for example, the conductance of ion channels is selected with diversity; the active channel numbers can be controlled by active agents or blocking agents.
In numerical studies, the active ratios Na and K can be selected with different values to describe the injury degree. Sampled action potentials besides the abnormality or heterogeneity can be recorded, and appropriate time delay and gain in the autapse can ensure the signal propagation and recovery because the blocked signals can be transmitted along the autapse. In the case of network, the autapse formation and driving can regulate the collective behaviors and prevent collapse of network [59, 60] by generating a pacemaker-like ordered wave. Extensive investigation asks for biological verification and detailed numerical studies. To present further description and understanding for this problem, numerical studies have been carried out. For simplicity, the conductance for sodium channels in local area is switched from Na = 120 mS/cm 2 to Na = 25.5 mS/cm 2 , the axon is divided into 201 nodes (the results are independent of the node number or length of axon, the length of axon is set as 100 space units and space step is 0.5 for numerical studies), the diffusion coefficient is set for = 1.06, membrane capacitance is selected by = 1 F/cm 2 , and injured area is selected between nodes = 120 and 130, and the autapse develops from node = 3, 131 (or = 3, 135). Firstly, the effect of electric autapse is investigated under different time delays and the results are plotted in Figure 2 . 10 ; the time delay in electric autapse is set as = 14 and external forcing ext = 20 is imposed on node = 3. The injured area generated by decreasing the conductance of sodium from Na = 120 mS/cm 2 to Na = 25.5 mS/cm 2 : the axon is divided into 201 nodes and the injured area is marked from nodes = 120 to 130. The snapshots are illustrated in color scale.
It is confirmed that appropriate time delay in electric autapse is effective to propagate the blocked signal along the axon, and the information is kept complete by detecting the sampled time series. Extensive numerical results found that electric autapse can find appropriate time delay (e.g., = 14.5) to overcome the blocking and propagate the blocked signals; the sampled time series for membrane of nodes backward and forward the injured area can reach delayed synchronization completely. The effect of gains in electric autapse is also investigated, and the results are plotted in Figure 3 .
It is found that the gain in the electric autapse also plays important role in enhancing signal propagating along the axon. The selection in gain can induce positive and negative feedback along the autapse loop, and negative feedback in electric autapse is helpful to propagate the blocked signal due to self-adaption, while positive feedback can generate new exciting source to further block the signal propagation. Surely, appropriate time delay in electric autapse can be effective to propagate signal and overcome the blocked area under positive feedback, and the results are plotted in Figure 4 .
The results in Figure 4 confirmed that appropriate time delay can be found to set appropriate electric autapse so that the signal can be passed across the blocked or injured area.
That is to say, when autapse is formed, appropriate time delay and gain can be verified for the biological function of electric autapse. Furthermore, it is interesting to check the function of chemical autapse, and the external forcing current is still imposed on the node = 3. To discern and enhance the blocking effect on ion channels, inhibitory chemical autapse is investigated by setting syn = −2, and the results are plotted in Figure 5 .
It is confirmed that large feedback gain in chemical autapse is helpful to propagate the signal across the injured area when appropriate time delay is applied on the chemical autapse. Furthermore, the feedback gain in chemical autapse is switched to negative value, and the results are plotted in Figure 6 .
According to the results in Figures 5 and 6 , the developed chemical autapse can be effective to help the blocked signal propagate across the injured area. We also checked the case for excitatory autapse; similar results are verified. Therefore, the formation and development of autapse connection enhance the self-adaption of neuron; thus signal can be propagated to overcome the blocking in the injured area.
Extensive numerical results confirmed that both of electric and chemical autapse (excitory and/or inhibitory) can is imposed on node = 3. The injured area generated by decreasing the conductance of sodium from Na = 120 mS/cm 2 to Na = 25.5 mS/cm 2 : inhibitor chemical autapse is used by setting syn = −2, the axon is divided into 201 nodes, and the injured area is marked from nodes = 120 to 130. The snapshots are illustrated in color scale.
confirm the biological function that signal can be propagated across the blocked area by applying appropriate time delay and feedback gain in the autapse. We also checked the case when some ion channels of potassium are blocked, and similar results are approached that appropriate time delay and gain in autapse are effective to reproduce (or restore) the blocked signals as well.
As mentioned above, synapse can be trigged close to the badly injured area and autapse can be formed to select appropriate time delay and gain, so that blocked signal (action potential or continuous wave) can be transmitted completely. The auxiliary loop for autapse can be effective to correct and restore the original signal successfully. In fact, our results just argue the possible formation mechanism and biological function for autapse in theoretical assumption and numerical verification. It is interesting for biological experts to check these results in experiments and detect possible formation of autapse connected to axon of neuron by carefully injuring such as poisoning in some ion channels of neuron.
Conclusions
The biological function and formation of autapse were discussed. We argued that the formation and development of autapse connection could result from the self-adaption and self-protection of neuron. Abnormal neurodevelopment or injury on the neuron (axon) makes blocking in signal transmission along the axon of neuron and signal communication between neurons. Following the abnormal area or heterogeneity, new synapse can be formed to connect the soma or dendrites connected to the soma, and autapse is generated by setting auxiliary loop via synapse connection. Switch between = −1, and (c) = −2: the time delay in electric autapse is set as = 10 and external forcing ext = 20 is imposed on node = 3. The injured area generated by decreasing the conductance of sodium from Na = 120 mS/cm 2 to Na = 25.5 mS/cm 2 : inhibitor chemical autapse is used by setting syn = −2, the axon is divided into 201 nodes, and the injured area is marked from nodes = 120 to 130. The snapshots are illustrated in color scale.
positive and negative feedback in autapse is self-adaptive for mode selection in electrical activities; as a result, signal communication and transmission become available. These discussions could be helpful to understand the formation mechanism for autapse and its biological functions.
